If I had a magic carpet I would go to London and Paris. I would love to go with my Grandmother and my Pop, my Mum, my Grandfather and brother of my Nan’s. I would love to go there because I’ve never ever been there in my life and they both have lovely names and they have a castle with princesses and princes, kings and queens. By Paige G

Once I was sitting in the living room with my Dad. Then there was knocking on the door. Me and Dad went and ZOOM! A magic carpet came in! Me and Dad were surprised. The carpet tripped us over onto it. It zoomed back out the door. We had no idea where we were going. Then I saw a letter. I told Dad. Dad opened it up. It said, Dear Lachlan and Tony, you may be confused on here so we are going to legoland. Yours sincerely, Genie. We were still confused. We then noticed we were at legoland. Everyone and everyone was lego but we weren’t. We had fun. At night we went home. We never forgot that. By Lachlan M

If I had a magic carpet I would want to go to the desert, beach, London, Disneyworld, Queensland, legoland, Paris and the Easter Parade with Jordan, Tyler, Mum and Dad. By Macey R

If I had a magic carpet I would like to go to heaven with Jazy and Masey and Shakira and Destiney. By Tyeisha

If I had a magic carpet I would go to London to see the queen. I would go with Darcy and I will go to see Big Ben. By Aaron

If I had a magic carpet I would go to Lego Land with Dylan and Michelle. We will go and look at the Leg rides and watch Lego city movies. It will be great. By Callum

If I had a magic carpet I would love to go to lego land because everything is lego. I would like to take Lachlan, Callum and Riley. I would see war movies. It would be fantastic. By Dylan

If I had a magic carpet I would imagine that I went to Fairyland with Kira, Ziontelle and we would play with fairies in fairyland. We would play and eat with the fairies. We will have cup cakes and cakes to. We would play on the playground with the fairies. By Shayla

If I had a magic carpet I would go to Disneyland with Macey, Tyeisha, Shayla, Destiney, Kira Issi and we would watch it and when it is over we would go back home to have a sleep in our own beds. By Jazy

If I had a magic carpet I would take Jazy to Fairyland because it is for girls only. There is a fairy playroom and fairy games and fairy toys and a fairy girl. By Destiney
FROM ROOM 1 – My Magic Carpet

My magic carpet would take me to lolly land. It would also take me to a palace. The rain is slushy, the hail is gummy bears. The houses are white chocolate, the ground is icing, the cement is ice-cream and the bricks are cake. By Georgina

My magic carpet would take me to video game world. I would play Halo and Leg Star Wars. Then my magic carpet would take to Lego Land. I would buy Lego Halo. Then my magic carpet would take me home. By Jacob

My magic carpet would take me to lolly land where the grass is made out of MnM’s. the sun is chocolate, the rain is slushy’s and the hail is gummy bears. Phew I would be sick after that. Then I would hire a house in lolly land. It would be made of ginger bread. After that my magic carpet would take me home. By Ella F

My magic carpet will take me to camping with Daffy Duck and we would have dinner together. By Dillon

My magic carpet will take me to KFC all day. It will be fun. And it will take me to Lego Land. By Taitan

My magic carpet would take me to a DC skate park land. Mitchell would bring our scooters and we would do tail whips and bunny hops and go in the ball. Last we will go to bed. By Sean

My magic carpet would take me to Queensland. I would go to see people. Then I would go to see Sydney. I would see the Sydney Harbour Bridge. After that it would take me to my home. By Ella T

My magic carpet would take me to lolly world. Then I would go home and I would eat chocolate. By Oliver

My magic carpet will take me to the chocolate factory. I will take Bailey because he loves chocolate. In class he says chocolate. Then we would say to the class ha, ha, you didn’t get any chocolate. I would tell my magic carpet to take us home and then we would be sick. By

My magic carpet would take me to see Water World. I would get on all the rides. I would eat chocolate. By Jay

My magic carpet would take me to Chocolate World. I would eat everything there. After that I would go to Lolly World where the grass is gumbee bears. After I went to Lolly Land I have to lay on the couch. By Lauren
My magic carpet would take me to AWESOM LAND! It has heaps of skate parks and rides like ghost trains and heaps of chocolate shops. Everything is free and no people are there. I would take Sean because he’s my best friend.  

By Mitch R

My magic carpet will take me to Lolly World and Chocolate World and I would take my dog and then I would go home.  

By Bailey

My magic carpet would take me to DJ, my cousins dog. I love DJ. I would play soccer with him and feed him. Then my magic carpet would take me to Disneyland. I would see Mickey Mouse and Minney Mouse and go on some rides and a drink. Then I would go home.  

By April

My magic carpet would take me to dog land. I saw a dog and I take him home.  

By Abbey O

My magic carpet will take me to Queensland. I would catch crocodiles then I will keep them. When the crocodile gets bigger I will get a new tank.  

By Tylah

My magic carpet would take me to Sydney and take me to my uncles for awhile. Then go to Sydney Bridge. I would take mum and dad to Chocolate World. We would eat all the chocolate. We would feel sick.  

By Abbey-Rose

My magic carpet would take me to see Justin Beiber. I would give him a kiss and I would faint.  

By Aleisha

My magic carpet will take me to Benlo live and then it will take me to Lego Land and I will get Lego Ninja and I will go to New York City. I would take mum because I would get them earrings.  

By Mitchell

My magic carpet would take me to Hideous and I would take Lauren and Ella F because I think they would love it. We will hug everyone. And we will go on all of the rides. Then my magic carpet will take us home.  

By Darcy

FROM ROOM 9 -

How to make a Water Canon
Materials: Empty coke bottle, lid, water, person.
Steps: 1. Fill bottle with water. 2. Put the lid on but not too tight. 3. Put it on the ground. 4. Jump on the bottle.
All the water will come out.  

By Josh

How to play Football
Materials: Football clothes, football shoes, a coach, 30 players, a football field.

By Jayden